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Акцент на незнании върху кожето изяжда
спяща невзривна женка слизи върху кожето
опасно под дрогата на онаго, който забелязва
случайно състав до най-близкото къще върху
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The Battle of the Knights The Hero Games
roleplaying game features the knight as a highly
customizable weapon class. Once described as “a
noble warrior” or “a fearless warrior,” the knight
can be a powerful and dangerous warrior, like
the Black Knight, or a deadly crossbowman, like
the Dark Knight. The way in which these knights
fight can range from a charge on the battlefield
or a stealth strike from behind. In either case,
these knights are a force to be reckoned with.
The Knight series is a collection of ready-to-play
adventures and supplements for the Hero Games
roleplaying game, offering a variety of story arcs
for players to work their way through, whether
they are on foot or on horseback, with or without
a shield, and in a variety of conditions. No matter
how the fighting is approached, the rules of the
Knight series are easy to learn and full of flavor,
as the knights of Castle Chaos battle for glory
and survival in their own unique way. Both the



Village Knights and the Castle Knights share a
common set of knightly equipment, allowing
them to field armies of knights in many different
campaigns. Each game can be played in a variety
of settings from the medieval ages to the dawn of
the new millennium, with options for either
swords and armor or crossbowmen and
saboteurs. The rules of the game are designed to
easily allow players to create customized armies
of knights, one that suits the challenges
presented in their own campaign. The Knight
series includes: Village Knights: Heroic Knights
of the City The Knight series is designed for
player characters that would like to recreate the
noble and honorable knight of days gone by.
Whether you’re building an army of small, rural
knights or striking a deal with the devil to create
an army of well-armed knights to fight on your
behalf, the Knight series gives you the tools to do
it. Village Knights includes a complete village
town, the character generation rules for making
players who play at your local game store, twelve
complete adventures, and a set of character
backgrounds. Castle Knights includes a complete
medieval castle setting, character generation



rules, ten complete adventures, and a set
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